
Chapter 1

From Stigma to Global Industry

Most of what you’ll see here is for gamers, parents, and families of all backgrounds.

However, this first paragraph is especially important for the Black and Hispanic community

in the United States. According to brookings.edu, in 2017 the median household income for

Black families in the US reached $41,511. Unfortunately, the median income for Black1

Americans is projected to fall to $0 by 2053 (and for Latino Americans by 2070), according

to a study from Prosperity Now and the Institute for Policy Studies. This projected crash in2

median income is a result of negative net wealth, due to a combination of discriminatory

housing policies (i.e. redlining), policing/incarceration (which is statistically proven to be

racially biased), racial pay gaps, and student loan debt. If you know someone from those

two communities, I implore you to share this book with them. It’s important they learn how

to leverage the video game industry, to help their families avoid the impending financial

crisis for communities of color.

It’s August 2020, and in addition to supporting this book, I’m working on my own

esports book and building a lab to combine science, technology, engineering, arts, and math

(STEAM) education with esports (like a modern version of the YMCA). I’m also planning a

2 Nieves, Emanuel. 2017. “Black and Latino Households Are on a Path to Owning Zero
Wealth.” Prosperity Now. September 12, 2017.
https://prosperitynow.org/blog/black-and-latino-households-are-path-owning-zero-wealt
h.

1 Berube, Alan. 2019. “Black Household Income Is Rising across the United States.” The
Brookings Institution. October 3, 2019.
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/the-avenue/2019/10/03/black-household-income-is-ris
ing-across-the-united-states/.



two-day STEAM/gaming/esports event for next year’s Super Bowl, advising several

startups in the gaming and esports industry, and launching an online platform for

community esports. During the day, I make a six-figure salary as a full-stack web developer

for a multinational steel company. All of that is a direct result of my passion for technology,

which is fueled by my interest in video games. When I was six, I got Super Mario Bros. 3 for

the Nintendo Entertainment System (NES) for Christmas. Fast-forward ten years to the

ninth grade, and I started to teach myself how to code, because I had learned you could put

video games on the T1-83 Plus graphing calculator. 

Another decade later, I had completed my Bachelor’s Degree in Information

Technology and started my own company, all thanks to video games. I know from firsthand

experience that the gaming and esports industry can open doors into lucrative STEAM

careers. While video games do get a bad reputation (some of it justified), they also add

tremendous value to society. I’m excited to share many of the great opportunities in gaming

and esports with you as well as how you can make a career out of your passion for gaming.

Although, before I dive into that, I want to address the negative perceptions and realities of

video games.

The downside to gaming

On March 25 of 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) officially encouraged people to

play video games amid the COVID-19 pandemic. WHO cited active video games, among

other activities, as “good for your body, mind, and spirit, especially during the COVID-19



outbreak.” Many people in the gaming industry, myself included, publicly criticized WHO’s3

newfound endorsement of video games. Why? Because in May 2019, less than twelve

months prior to the announcement, WHO officially classified gaming disorder as an

international disease. The terms disorder and disease are a bit extreme to describe excessive

gaming, in my opinion. However, there are several concerns, both for the people who play

video games and for the professionals who create them.

It’s well documented that, in general, a sedentary lifestyle can contribute to a

number of health risks: obesity, type 2 diabetes, some types of cancer, cardiovascular

disease, and even early death. Beyond the general sedentary risks, playing an excessive

amount of video games can contribute to a range of issues from bad posture to injuries like

PlayStation Thumb and Wii Fracture.

While there is a general consensus about how and whether gaming affects the body

physically, there is less support for the mental impacts of excessive gaming, even among the

medical community. It’s no surprise that the Entertainment Software Association (ESA)

would object to the WHO’s classification of gaming as an addiction or disorder, but even the

American Psychiatric Association cautioned the WHO about formally considering excessive

gaming as a psychiatric disorder without completing more clinical research. I don’t

discount that people can become addicted to gaming (too much water and food can be bad

for you too), but I do think more attention should be focused on the mental and physical

health of the people who produce the games that we enjoy.

3 World Health Organization (WHO) (@WHO). 2020. “#BeActive and stay #HealthyAtHome!
Here are some physical activities you can do at home during #COVID19 outbreak.” Twitter,
March 25, 2020. https://twitter.com/WHO/status/1242738384772239360.



As a whole, the gaming industry does a poor job of conveying all of the time, effort,

and talent that goes into making these interactive experiences. There is an unsettling

consistency in evidence for “crunch culture,” in which some companies of AAA games like

Tales of the Borderlands and Red Dead Redemption require their teams to work

one-hundred-plus-hour weeks. [[Greenleaf editor: Flagging.]] Due to the additional stress,4

one community manager for a AAA game even reported developing an ulcer and coughing

up blood, prompting his doctor to recommend that this gaming professional quit his job. 

The gaming industry’s no stranger to inequality and mental health problems, either.

In May 2019, one game developer for Mortal Kombat 11 was reportedly diagnosed with

PTSD after spending countless hours implementing the game’s gore system. This is a real5

problem that affects real people, so we need to focus on real solutions for them. It’s one of

the reasons that ignorant prejudice about the gaming industry disturbs me: It perpetuates

divisive stereotypes, which distracts our community from addressing real issues.

I’m blessed that my parents fully support my career in video games, and I’m thrilled

they understand (sort of, ha ha) what my business does. But I can remember a time when,

instead of actively supporting my interest in video games, they only tolerated it. It’s even

fair to say that, at times, they were annoyed by it. I can vividly remember them saying,

“Turn off that dang Nintendo!” both when I was playing Super Mario Bros. 3 on the NES as

5 Rivera, Joshua. 2019. “What It’s Like to Work on Ultra-Violent Games like Mortal Kombat
11. Kotaku, May 8, 2019.
https://kotaku.com/id-have-these-extremely-graphic-dreams-what-its-like-t-1834611691.

4 Sinclair, Brendan. 2018. “Developers Drag Rockstar over 100-Hour Weeks on Red Dead
Redemption 2.” Gamesindustry.biz, October 15, 2018.
https://www.gamesindustry.biz/articles/2018-10-15-developers-drag-rockstar-over-100-
hour-work-weeks.



an eight-year-old and again when I was playing Halo on the Xbox at age eighteen. And I’ll

never forget the time that, in the ninth grade of magnet school, my trigonometry teacher

permanently deleted the first app I had ever created: a Zelda clone that my twin brother

and I were building on our TI-83 Plus graphing calculator. She did that because we had

figured out how to turn our calculators into makeshift gaming consoles, and she wasn’t

willing or able to nurture our newfound interest in software development.

In hindsight, I can now appreciate the context for my parents’ former position on

video games and my teacher’s actions. Frankly, my brother and I were generally being

disruptive in class, especially by showing all the other kids how to turn their calculators

into gaming devices (and installing PC games on the hidden network drive so we could play

them from any computer at school). More importantly, society as a whole had a stigma on

video games for decades, unable to bridge the gap between gaming/esports and lucrative

STEAM career opportunities. It’s no surprise, given all the propaganda and misinformation

about the gaming industry, that parents and teachers would view it as a nuisance or bad

habit.

Debunking myths

For decades, politicians have been regularly blaming video games for violence in society.

However, federal crime statistics show that juvenile crime in the U.S. is at a thirty-year low,

and the majority of people who play video games (a social activity) do not commit

antisocial acts. MIT researcher Henry Jenkins ironically indicates that, as a healthy outlet

for expressing aggression, playing violent video games actually just leads to an increase in



playing more violent video games. Video games are also often wrongly criticized for being6

socially isolating, when they encourage healthy social behaviors like communication and

teamwork. In fact, recent studies have shown that virtual reality (VR) gaming can identify

and treat conditions like Alzheimer’s and dementia. Video games are more than a vital part7

of our culture; they also provide lucrative STEAM career opportunities for current and

future professionals.

Projected growth

Esports and competitive gaming will grow to a $1.1 billion market in 2021. Global

viewership for esports in 2021 is also expected to reach 474 million people. Esports8

demand is even beginning to give traditional sports a run for its money. The 2018 League of

Legends World Championship had higher viewership than the 2018 Super Bowl. In fact, by

the end of 2021, esports viewership in the U.S. is projected to exceed that for all other

sports leagues except the NFL. And that was all before social distancing. In the wake of the9

COVID-19 pandemic, which practically brought the entire traditional sports industry to a

standstill, esports has thrived. There’s now more attention on esports than ever before, and

as cliché as it sounds, there’s never been a better time to start a career in this space.

9 Krush, Alesia. 2020. “eSports May Soon Overtake Traditional Sports.” ObjectStyle.com,
November 17, 2020.
https://www.objectstyle.com/agile/esports-may-soon-overtake-traditional-sports-analysis
.

8 Newzoo. n.d. “Key Numbers.” Accessed May 19, 2021. https://newzoo.com/key-numbers/.

7 Williams, Marian. 2020. “What Can VR Therapy Do for Dementia and Alzheimer’s?” Being
Patient, September 2, 2020.
https://www.beingpatient.com/virtual-reality-for-dementia-alzheimers-vr-therapy/.

6 Jenkins, Henry. n.d. “Reality Bytes: Eight Myths about Video Games Debunked.” PBS.org,
accessed May 17, 2021.
https://www.pbs.org/kcts/videogamerevolution/impact/myths.html.



Back in February of 2020, before the COVID-19 pandemic increased the global

demand for video games, esports and social researcher Nico Besombes published extensive

research about esports professions. If you look up his research on Medium, you’ll see that

he’s identified eighty-eight different career opportunities for aspiring esports professionals.

Those span a wide range of functional areas: entertainment, education, administration,10

business, sales and marketing, communication, information and technology, event

organization, media, and performance optimization. Nico’s research echoes the “Esports

Jobs in 2019” infographic that Hitmarker published in January 2020. Hitmarker’s visual

report showed that from 2018 to 2019 esports jobs increased 87.03 percent, and 88

percent of those 2019 jobs were paid. This clearly means there are many viable paths to11

becoming a professional in esports.

Speaking of amazing growth opportunities in esports, I highly recommend keeping a

close eye on blockchain and cryptocurrency. I’ve been a part of that ecosystem for nearly a

decade (https://www.blockleaders.io/marcus-howard/), and for years I’ve said that the

gaming industry is how blockchain/crypto adoption will go mainstream. Blockchain is a

great tool to increase transparency and eliminate fraud, while crypto empowers individuals

and brands to build thriving communities. With the growing demand for betting in esports,

blockchain will be important to help prevent cheating and ensure that minors are

prohibited. Digital assets like crypto and NFTs could also give game publishers, teams, and

11 Takahashi, Dean. 2020. “Hitmarker: Esports Jobs Grew 87% in 2019.” VentureBeat,
February 8, 2020.
https://venturebeat.com/2020/02/08/hitmarker-esports-jobs-grew-87-in-2019/.

10 Besombes, Nico. 2019. “Esports Related Professions.” Medium, July 29, 2019.
https://medium.com/@nicolas.besombes/esports-professions-e402a1c3ab92.



other organizations a new way to add meaningful value to their communities. That said,

unfortunately, I’ve already seen several esports celebrities/teams abuse NFTs, to make a

quick buck by peddling meaningless digital crap to their loyal fans. It will be interesting to

see which groups use this new opportunity responsibly, and which ones betray their

community’s trust,  in pursuit of short-term gains.

There’s been a tremendous focus on esports the last couple of years, especially in

light of the shutdown of in-person entertainment like traditional sports. However, if you’re

just learning about the business of video games, you might not know that the esports

market is just a drop in the bucket for the gaming industry. In 2020, the global video game

industry reached over $174 billion. That’s more than the size of the music and film12

industries combined. Much as with esports, you can find career opportunities for nearly

every business and creative function within interactive entertainment.

Career options

Game Industry Career Guide states there are six distinct functional categories you can

choose from if you want to build a career in making video games. The first is game design13

(game designer, level designer, content designer), where you analyze current games and

players so you can design future gameplay experiences. The second is quality assurance

(QA) (QA tester, black box tester), where you are responsible for testing current builds of a

13 Bay, Jason W. n.d. “All Careers in the Video Game Industry.” Game Industry Career Guide,
accessed May 17, 2021. www.gameindustrycareerguide.com.

12 Wijman, Tom. 2020. “Global Game Revenues Up an Extra $15 Billion This Year as
Engagement Skyrockets.” Newzoo, November 4, 2020.
https://newzoo.com/insights/articles/game-engagement-during-covid-pandemic-adds-15
-billion-to-global-games-market-revenue-forecast/.



game to report bugs in the user interface or gameplay experience. Next is game

programming (game programmer, coder, engineer, developer). These people write the code

that makes the entire game work. Remember, video games are apps, just like Netflix, Uber,

and Instagram. Game programmers are the most technical jobs in the gaming industry but

also the most highly paid.

If you’re more creatively inclined, you can work in art or animation (animator,

modeler, concept artist, UI artist, technical artist), although these are the most difficult jobs

to land in the industry. There are also career opportunities in audio engineering (sound

designer, composer, audio implementer), but those are also in relatively short supply

compared with game programmers. And last but certainly not least is producing (producer,

associate producer, production assistant). This role is similar to a project manager or a

scrum master, the person who keeps the team organized and aligned on completing the

development milestones. While those are the main categories, there are also more

traditional categories with jobs in marketing, community management, and operations. As

you can see, between the esports market and the larger gaming industry, there are

numerous ways you can make a career out of your passion for video games.

[[COMP: Note that at the end of each chapter, there will be a box that features the name and

bio for the author of the chapter.]]

Meet Marcus “Esports” Howard

Marcus Howard is CEO of the esports education startup MetArena, and the President of Tampa

Association of Gaming, a nonprofit dedicated to growing the gaming industry and STEAM youth



programs in the Tampa Bay region. Marcus got Super Mario Bros. 3 on the NES for Christmas

when he was six, and he’s been playing video games ever since. Video games inspired Marcus’s

interest in technology, and in the ninth grade, he started coding his own video game on the

TI-83 Plus graphing calculator. In 2013 he launched ProjectMQ with his identical twin brother,

Malcolm, to solve the largest problem in the global video game industry: game discovery. Five

years later, PayPal selected ProjectMQ out of twenty thousand-plus applicants nationwide, as

the top digital service of their 2018 business contest.

Today, Marcus consults with universities and businesses around the world, helping them

use video games to increase their digital engagement and monetization. In 2019, he

co-authored The Business of Esports that was published by the University of South Florida.

Marcus was a featured speaker on the “Tampa Bay and the Esports Industry” panel at the

University of South Florida’s 2019 Esports Summit, and on the “Level Two & Beyond: The Future

of Esports” panel of Skillshot Media’s 2019 Esports Summit at the Georgia World Congress

Center.

In 2020, Marcus was 1 of 50 people selected by the Game Awards for the inaugural

cohort of “Future Class”, a global group of pioneers building a more inclusive future of the video

game industry. He’s currently building a “Gaming and Esports” digital course, to help gamers

understand why the multibillion-dollar gaming industry is how blockchain/crypto adoption will

go mainstream. Marcus is also publishing his own book, “Innovate: Gaming & Esports”, that

highlights the top thought leaders and innovative companies in the global gaming/esports

industry. In his spare time, he scouts indie games (games made by independent game

developers) for funding/distribution deals with the world’s largest gaming companies.



Marcus is excited about how video games inspire the next generation of innovators to

pursue STEAM careers. He is always eager to chat about video games. You can find him on

LinkedIn under Marcus “Esports” Howard:

https://www.linkedin.com/in/marcus-esports-howard-60785023/


